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Blitzen River Redband Trout
The Blitzen River system is home to one of
Oregon’s most well-known Great Basin redband
trout (Oncorhynchus mykiss newberrii)
populations. The population is sustained by
natural production and there has been no
stocking since 1993. There has been extensive
monitoring and research of this population,
including annual Species Management Unit
(SMU) abundance estimates from 2007 to 2012,
population level abundance estimates in 1999,
2008, and 2011; monitoring of survival and
migratory behavior in the early 2000’s and from
2013-2015.
Fishery regulations have varied over the years in
response primarily to social considerations. The
Oregon Fish and Wildlife Commission recently
adopted rules to allow for harvest of two fish per
day (8 inch minimum). This was a change from
the previous regulations which only allowed
catch and release (in place from 2016-2021) and
brings regulations into line with the rest of the
zone. The change allows for easier understanding
of regulations by anglers, simplifies
enforcement, and provides more equity across
different angler groups. In proposing this change,
the department considered several factors in
assessing the ability of the population to sustain
this level of harvest.
Status and limiting factors
• Monitoring data indicate that population
is abundant (population scale estimates
range from 75,000~324,000) and has
high productivity and growth rates.
• The majority of the habitat is in excellent
condition as it is contained within Bureau
of Land Management (BLM) wilderness
areas.

•

•

The lower river system within the US
Fish and Wildlife Service (USFWS)
refuge has been heavily modified but is
also exceptionally productive with very
high densities of forage fish that support
the larger adfluvial redband trout and is
closed to angling.
Upgrades to fish passage facilities on the
refuge have mitigated historical passage
issues (ODFW and Oregon State
University (OSU) have conducted
extensive monitoring of migratory
behavior within the refuge).
The primary limiting factor is water
availability associated with natural
fluctuations in precipitation. Harvest was
not cited as a limiting factor in the draft
conservation plan.

Fishery impact
• The department has conducted several
creels during past years in which harvest
was permitted. Data indicate that the vast
majority of angler (85%) were fly anglers
practicing catch and release. Total
harvest ranged from 258 - 903 redband
trout between May and October from 861
angling trips during that same time
period.
Summary
The Blitzen population is considered highly
viable and resilient based on extensive
monitoring data and assessment of habitat
conditions. Under the adopted angling
regulations ODFW expects minimal harvest
based on prior creel data and angling habits,
however it does provide an important
opportunity for those anglers that value the
ability to retain fish for consumption.
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recently created a Mule Deer Coordinator
position in East Region, providing a single
person tasked with coordinating mule deer
management actions across the region. This
position will lead a much-needed revision of the
Mule Deer Management Plan, that reflects recent
knowledge regarding how climate change and
other human caused habitat loss has accelerated
population declines. The Mule Deer Coordinator
will oversee a review of ODFW’s Mule Deer
Initiative (MDI), an effort started in 2009 to
increase collaboration and funding to improve
mule deer habitat on both public and private
land.

Mule Deer Coordinator position
The decline of the mule deer across their range in
the western North America, including Eastern
Oregon, is one of the most notable challenges for
wildlife managers and advocates for the iconic
species. As such, understanding the causes of the
decline and strategies to help the recovery of
mule deer is an utmost priority of the
department.

Utilizing the valuable information that resulted
from the mule deer herd range delineation
project, the Mule Deer Coordinator will lead the
transition from managing mule deer at the
Wildlife Management Unit (WMU) scale to herd
range scale. Completing the transition will allow
the agency to apply mule deer management
actions at a more biologically relevant scale that
encompasses summer, winter, and migration
periods. In addition, the Mule Deer Coordinator,
in conjunction with Information and Education
Program, will lead needed proactive outreach
efforts.
East Region is pleased to announce that Dr. Josh
Smith (East Region Wildlife Research) was
recently selected to fill this role on a two-year
job rotation. The department plans to pursue
opportunities to make this a permanent East
Region position to address management needs in
the future related to mule deer and their habitats.
West Region
Chris Kern, Acting Region Manager

Wintering mule deer buck (photo by Nick Myatt)

The ODFW Strategic Plan directs the agency to
align resources with priorities, and few wildlife
management priorities exceed the importance
and urgency of addressing Oregon’s declining
mule deer populations. Therefore, ODFW

Coquille Bio-Blitz
In mid-August 30 fish biologists from several
ODFW offices, Trout Unlimited, the Bureau of
Land Management (BLM), and the Coquille
Indian Tribe (CIT) spent a week working
together on an intensive smallmouth bass
population assessment and removal in the
Coquille River basin. Illegally introduced
smallmouth bass have gained a foothold in the
Coquille system, impacting native fall Chinook
salmon, primarily through predation and habitat
use. The primary objective of the “Blitz” was to
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assess the smallmouth population to inform
future control and management of this predatory
fish.
Five electrofishing boats removed more than
1,500 smallmouth bass and multiple snorkel
teams conducted population estimates in areas
not navigable by boat. In the Middle and South
Fork Coquille, snorkel counts showed 4,200
smallmouth bass in areas that fall Chinook
salmon spawn and documented their upper
distribution.
The majority of fish removed or counted are
young-of-the-year that will be large enough to
prey on juvenile fall Chinook within a year or
two. ODFW District staff and members of the
CIT continued to electroshock through midSeptember, removing approximately 3,000 fish.
Otoliths and genetic samples were also taken and
will be analyzed for age and genetics. Data from
the Blitz and from the cooperative ODFW/CIT
removals will be summarized this fall.

Smallmouth bass preying on juvenile fall Chinook salmon,
negatively affecting the population

This smallmouth bass preyed upon a native Western brook
lamprey. The lamprey tried to escape but was only able to
get its bottom half free

Five electrofishing boats and crews removed smallmouth
bass from specific sites in the Middles and South Fork
Coquille
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issues. The group developed a toolkit of all
possible actions that could be used to reduce
negative elk-human interactions, celebrating
their work with the signing ceremony. The
recommended actions resulting from each
subcommittee and which actions will be
implemented by specific collaborators comprised
the bulk of the Declaration of Cooperation.
Following the signing ceremony, the
Collaborative will embark for at least the next 12
months on Phase II which will entail creation of
a detailed work plan, implementation of nearterm objectives, further work with community
and other project partners, and seek funding
options for unfunded budget items related to
their commitments.

Otoliths were collected to determine age structure of the
smallmouth bass population in the Coquille River system

Oregon Solutions: Clatsop Plains Elk
Collaborative signing ceremony
North Coast Watershed and Wildlife Division
staff attended the Oregon Solutions: Clatsop
Plains Elk Declaration of Cooperation signing
ceremony recently in Gearhart. The well
attended ceremony was the culmination of
several years of collaborative work between
local stakeholders, state and federal agencies,
and non-governmental organizations to address
chronic elk-human conflict in the Greater
Clatsop Plains area.
The Oregon Solutions: Clatsop Plains Elk
Collaborative was formed in 2019 to deal with
escalating negative elk-human interactions
resulting in increased public safety issues,
property damage, and human-borne habituation
of native elk. Because the presence of elk is also
an asset to local communities and ecosystems
with strong public support to keep elk in area,
collaboration to create solutions was key.
Once the collaborative was formed,
subcommittees delved into elk management,
human management, data needs, and land use

Clatsop Plains Elk Collaborative celebratory cake

Phase 1 restoration project completed
at Finn Rock
Staff from the Springfield fish and wildlife
district recently toured the McKenzie River
Trust’s 278-acre Finn Rock property. The
property was permanently protected in late 2017
with funds from the Willamette Wildlife
Mitigation Program. The first phase, floodplain
restoration has been completed. Prechannelization restoration was not an option
because of considerable incision of the
McKenzie River above and below the project
site.
District fish and wildlife staff have been
involved with the project for a few years
contributing to the habitat design for salmon,
western pond turtle and western painted turtle
(Oregon Conservation Strategy Species). The
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floodplain restoration project was focused on
salmonid habitat, however with populations of
Oregon’s two native turtles on the island
appropriate habitat was incorporated for these
species in the design. The restoration site, a
former gravel mine, has Oregon’s most southerly
population of western painted turtles.
The property already had a few deep pools being
used by the turtles, and more were added to
break up the floodplain and create habitat
beneficial to the turtles and other wildlife. Fill
was integrated into some areas to raise the
floodplain elevation or to build more upland
habitat. The property was also affected by the
2020 Holiday Farm Fire and this habitat
restoration project is contributing to floodplain
processes that provide habitat benefits despite
the fire.
Overall, project objectives are being met and
staff looks forward to the forthcoming
implementation of Phase 2 where multiple
connections will be restored with the McKenzie
River.

The U. S. Forest Service and McKenzie River Trust
oversee Finn Rock Reach Phase restoration project.
(Photo by Chris Vogel)

McKenzie River Trust staff set elevational grade for
channel construction. (Photo by Chris Vogel)

Large woody debris complexes create habitat and increase
hydraulic function at the confluence of Elk Creek (left) and
the McKenzie River. (Photo by Chris Vogel)

Rogue Pikeminnow Roundup ends third
season
The Rogue Pikeminnow Roundup ended its third
season with 470 pounds of pikeminnow removed
from the Rogue River. This year’s success is
attributed to 37 participants and 119 volunteer
hours. The Roundup began in 2019 as a creative
way to meet Management Action 9.3 (address
pikeminnow predation on spring Chinook
salmon juveniles and encourage angler-caught
pikeminnow removal) of the Rogue Spring
Chinook Salmon Conservation Plan. While
native to Oregon, pikeminnows are not native to
the Rogue River basin.
The contest attempts to create public awareness
for non-local and exotic fish and wildlife
introductions and how they can impact native
species. The Rogue Fish District also encourages
streamside stewardship to help improve water
quality conditions for native salmon and
steelhead and asks anglers to help protect native
Klamath small-scale suckers which look similar
to pikeminnows.
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Community involvement includes monetary and
prize donations from Blackbird Shopping Center,
the Middle Rogue Steelheaders, local guides,
Bradbury’s Gun & Tackle, and U-Save Tackle
and Gas.
Anglers can enter the contest using an online
form or through volunteer-run, weekly check
stations where volunteers weigh and measure
pikeminnows. The contest is broken into age
categories (adult, teens 12-17, and youth under
12) and participants vie for awards for biggest
fish, most pikeminnow pounds, and biggest fivefish bag combination in inches.

Kacey Lee Reyes won the 2021 biggest pikeminnow (22.5
inches) in the adult category in this summer’s roundup

Information & Education
Roger Fuhrman, I&E Administrator

Tanner Bennett has his name on this maple burl trophy for
catching the biggest pikeminnow in his age category in
2019

A volunteer runs a check station to weigh and measure
pikeminnows caught by anglers participating in the Rogue
Pikeminnow Roundup

Digital ads connect with potential
Oregon anglers
ODFW initiated a new angler retention campaign
this summer to 1) increased awareness of fishing
as a recreational opportunity, 2) encourage
current license holders to use their licenses more
frequently, and 3) retain anglers by getting them
to purchase a 2021 fishing license. Digital
advertisements ran on a variety of platforms
from June through early September. Analysis of
the campaign is still underway, but there are
indications that customers were engaged and
motivated by the ads to buy licenses online.
More than 7,090 Google Ads were served
directly to individuals based on fishing related
searches and specific terms such as “Oregon
fishing” and “Oregon fishing license.” These ads
appeared at the top of Google search results.
They resulted in 1,708 direct click-throughs to
the electronic licensing system (ELS) via the
“Buy a License” button. Search terms related to
fishing rules and regulations resulted in the most
traffic to ELS.
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Another 221,464 display ads were generated to
appear on people’s screens. The ads, with
photos, resulted in 376 click-throughs to ELS.
Display ads help significantly with awareness
campaigns. In this case, they help keep fishing
top of mind.
The campaign also featured ads inserted into
fishing videos on YouTube. YouTube video ads
resulted in 18,832 impressions (meaning the
number of times the ad was played during the
campaign) with a video completion rate (people
that watched the ad all the way through) of
51.38% (9,675.8 impressions).
OSP Fish and Wildlife Trooper working antelope season

In addition, geofencing was used to target ads to
the phones of people in certain sporting goods
stores in Oregon. This part of the campaign
resulted in 253,026 impressions with 409 clickthru conversions to ELS.
Based on the above statistics, the content of the
ads was compelling enough to motivate many
people to visit the ELS page and presumably
purchase a license. This advertising campaign
was in addition to an effort funded through a
grant from the Recreational Boating and Fishing
Foundation to retain anglers who started fishing
during the pandemic. ODFW will further analyze
customer data from all of these efforts to
determine which parts of the campaign were
most effective at motivating people to purchase
their licenses. This information will help increase
the effectiveness of future campaigns.

Subsequently, the operator of the UTV admitted
to shooting the buck the evening prior using the
UTV’s off-road lighting. The driver said he was
returning to collect the antelope because he
didn’t want it to go to waste and had been scared
off the previous night by other headlights
coming down the road. The subject was
informed that it was noon and the antelope which
had been laying in the sun was already wasted
and not edible based on the smell and its
condition. The hunter was issued two criminal
citations for Take Antelope Prohibited Hours and
Waste of Big Game Animal – Antelope. The
hunter’s rifle was seized as evidence.

Oregon State Police
Captain Casey Thomas, Fish & Wildlife
Division
Fish and Wildlife Division members from The
Dalles assisted the SE Fish and Wildlife team
with Antelope and other enforcement efforts in
the Whitehorse Unit. During the multi-day
patrol, a hunter reported an antelope buck being
shot and left to waste. The Troopers located the
buck and based upon information received, the
buck was likely shot the evening prior. Evidence
was gathered at the scene, including Utility Task
Vehicles (UTV) tracks, and spent casings. While
still at the scene, a UTV approached and both
occupants were questioned regarding the dead
buck.

OSP Fish and Wildlife Trooper with seized bull elk
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On August 30, 2021, OSP Fish & Wildlife
Troopers from Roseburg began an investigation
into the potential unlawful take of a trophy class
bull elk in the Glendale area in Douglas County.
By September 6, 2021, two suspects were
identified, interviewed, and charged with the
crimes.
See the full story here:
https://flashalert.net/id/OSPOre/148270
Marine Fisheries Team Troopers conducted a
three-day south coast ocean saturation to include
Winchester Bay, Charleston, Gold Beach and
Brookings. Emphasis was on all aspects of
Oregon’s commercial and sport fishing. Sport
salmon, crab, halibut, and long leader anglers
were contacted throughout the operation in
addition to Commercial salmon trollers. The
Troopers also canvased the ocean for any illegal
commercial crab or derelict gear as the season
ended on August 14th. Troopers encountered
numerous violations including Fail to
Immediately Validate Harvest Card, Angling
Prohibited Method; Barbed Hooks, Angling
Prohibited Method, Treble Hooks, Aiding in a
Wildlife Offense; Failure to Properly Validate
Harvest Card and Unlawful Possession of NonFin Clipped Coho salmon. Two coho salmon
were seized.

interns and volunteers working across the Oregon
Cascade Range surveying seven different
Conservation Opportunity Areas (COA).
The Purpose of the Cascade BioBlitz is to utilize
the Oregon Conservation Strategy to collect
information on priority conservation species within
a COA that will inform current species distribution
mapping, validate modeling efforts and inform
land use planning decisions.

Cascades frog observed during BioBlitz, (photo by Sarah
Reif, ODFW)

The BioBlitz team covered more than 150 miles
combined in the northern and southern Oregon
Cascades. Nine cameras with scent lure were
deployed. They surveyed in seven different
COAs: Bull Run-Sandy Rivers, Central Cascades
Crest, Southeast, Clackamas River and
Tributaries, Mt. Hood Area, Mt. Jefferson
Wilderness, North Pelican Butte-Sky Lakes
Area, and the Upper Deschutes River.
Land ownership covered: U.S. Forest Service
(majority of land covered); Warm Springs Tribal
Land; Milo McIver State Park (Oregon Parks
and Recreation Department, managed by Metro).

OSP Fish and Wildlife Trooper on patrol off Oregon’s south
coast

Conservation Program
Andrea Hanson, Oregon Conservation Strategy
Coordinator
Cascade BioBlitz update
The Cascade BioBlitz launched in August 2021
with 26 participants including ODFW biologists,

During the BioBlitz, staff recorded each species
observation using the ODFW Wildlife Species
Observation Survey. This survey is managed by
the Wildlife Conservation Program using Esri
Survey123 and available on ODFW mobile
devices (including smart phones and tablets).
The data collected are appended to the ODFW
Wildlife Species Observation Database and used
in a variety of ways to identify important areas
for species, habitat use, and other information
about species presence.
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A total of 346 species were recorded and 116
were identified as Unique Species. Fifty-nine
Oregon Conservation Strategy Species were
observed, nine unique species and two
observations recorded of one Data Gap Species.
For the Oregon Connectivity and Assessment
Mapping Project (OCAMP): 71 species
observations were recorded and 15 unique.
Ocean Salmon and Columbia River
Program
Tucker Jones, Ocean Salmon and Columbia
River Program Manager
Columbia River White Sturgeon mortality
heat stress related?
During the summer of 2015, nearly 100 sturgeon
mortalities (≈80% adult) were reported within the
lower Willamette River, The Dalles, John Day, and
McNary Reservoirs. Although several possible
contributing factors were identified, regional
sturgeon experts agreed elevated water
temperatures and subsequent declines in dissolved
oxygen were the likely cause of death.

can present metabolic challenges. The metabolic
challenges suffered, combined with high
temperatures and consequent release of stress
hormones likely contribute to mortality.
Degraded water quality due to pollutants,
possible egg resorption in adult females related
to temperature stress, and disease associated with
prey species are also theorized to play a role in
sturgeon mortalities.
Identifying a universal reporting system amongst
state, tribal, and federal agencies is the first step
towards assessing the significance of these
mortality events before appropriate mitigative
action can be determined. Best available
scientific evidence suggests temperature related
stressor events are likely to increase in
frequency, duration, and magnitude. ODFW
staff, along with our state and tribal comanagers, must continue to investigate how
temperature impacts from the convergence of
climate change and hydro-system can be
addressed.

Water temperatures again exceeded the norm
throughout much of June and July in 2021. Again,
several sturgeon mortality reports surfaced, a total
of 29 mortalities (≈65% adult) were confirmed via
staff observation. There was a report of sturgeon
mortalities immediately downstream of John Day
Dam, however, when staff went to investigate the
reported fish could not be located.

Estimated 2080 August Mean temperature in the Columbia
River and tributaries (EPA Seattle 2018)

White sturgeon carcass, Willamette River (July 22, 2021,
photo courtesy of Janet Ohman)

Similar events famously occurred in the Fraser
River during the 1990s; temperature was
identified as one of two “probable contributors.”
The second contributor of death was
consumption of sockeye salmon (McAdam
1995). Larger sturgeon sometimes gorge on fish
congregating near dams and fish ladders, which

Ecosystem change is often overlooked within the
myriad of mortality causes. This is likely
because of the difficulty associated with
identifying and quantifying current and future
effects. Climate change models predict continued
warming of riverine environments and altered
flow regimes. As more winter precipitation falls
as rain and contributes less to snowpack
accumulation, spring freshets tend to occur
earlier in the year and diminished in magnitude,
impacting the historic hydrograph. The
combination of increasing air temperatures and
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the impacted hydrograph contributes to increased
stream water temperatures. The presence of the
Federal Columbia River Hydropower System
throughout the Columbia Basin amplifies the
impacts of a warming climate on increased
stream temperatures.
End of field reports for October 15, 2021
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